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Barraquand  appointed CEO of Genoyer  

 

 

Marseilles, 30 October 2014 – Genoyer an nounces the appointment 
Yves Barraquand  as CEO of Genoyer. He succeeds Alain Tricolet 

who had held this position since 2001.  

The Genoyer Supervisory Board warmly thanked Alain Tricolet for everything he 
had achieved: "Alain successfully led the Group's restructuring programme in the 
early 2000s, and its geographic repositioning from 2007 onwards. Under his 
management, Genoyer has become a global leader in PVFF (pipes, valves, 

 flanges) for the oil and gas industry." 

The Supervisory Board is pleased with the appointment of Yves Barraquand
whose skills and extensive experience will enable Genoyer to start a new phase in its development.

"Genoyer is a good example of a French mid cap group
succeeded internationally, becoming a global leader in its market. I am delighted to join Genoyer and 
its staff, and would like to thank the Supervisory Board for trusting me."  

started his career in the French civil service. He was Chief of staff
Environment Minister (1992 to 1993).  

He then took on executive management positions for the Bolloré group from 1993 to 2000, working as 
Vieljeux and then Executive Vice-President of the Bolloré group. 
joined the Pinault-Printemps-Redoute group, as Executive Vice

as a Chief operating officer of Rexel.  
he was CEO of Winoa (formerly Wheelabrator Allevard), the global leader in steel 

is a graduate of Ecole Polytechnique and Ecole des Mines. 

Founded in 1963 and based in Marseilles, Genoyer is a global leader in the PVFF
. With industrial production managed mainly by VILMAR

Phocéenne brand, Genoyer employs 1,000 people and 
sales mainly of which 80% out of France. 
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